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RUGBY UNION PLAYERS’ ASSOCIATION INC.

M I S S I O N S TAT E M E N T

The Rugby Union Players’ Association was incorporated in October
1995 in direct response to the professionalism of rugby. As its name
suggests, RUPA is an organisation established to promote and
safeguard the interests of its members, namely the professional rugby
players of Australia.
Its membership comprises of the players from the Wallabies, the NSW
Waratahs, the Qld Reds and the ACT Brumbies.
The following constitutes the mission statement for RUPA:-

“To collectively develop and promote the best possible
employment conditions for its members.”

Joe Roff waves farewell to Australian Rugby
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RUGBY UNION PLAYERS’ ASSOCIATION INC.

OBJECTS

RUPA endeavours:1.

2.

3.

To provide its members with an
Association dedicated to the promotion
and advancement of the sport of rugby
union;
To promote and protect the interest of all
members and to safeguard their rights at
all times;
To strive for the improvement of
economic and other conditions generally
and to regulate and correct abuses relative
thereto;

4.

To secure and maintain freedom from
unjust and unlawful rules and regulations
affecting each member’s career in the
sport of Rugby Union;

5.

To assist members
employment;

in

6.

To obtain benefits for all members;

7.

To provide a medium through which the
members may express their views on
issues concerning their wellbeing;

8.

To provide legal advice and legal
assistance in the defence of members’
rights where deemed necessary;

9.

To publish a regular newsletter that keeps
members advised on issued that impact on
their well being;

10.

To perform all other actions consistent
with its rules and if appropriate implement
and fulfil the purpose, rights and
responsibilities of the Association.

securing

Matthew Burke - 100 caps for the Waratahs
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PRESIDENT’S
R E P O RT

After the tumultuous events of 2003,
RUPA sought to enter a year of
planning, consolidating and relationship
building with key stakeholders. It is
with great pleasure that I announce to
members that this has been achieved in
2004.
A thought provoking well thought out
strategic planning process coupled with
constitutional reform has strategically placed
RUPA on a strong footing for the next three
to five years. Plans have been put in place to
ensure the growth of RUPA. Plans include
the development of membership tiers in the
form of past and academy players.
It was pleasing to preside over the finalisation
of Collective Bargaining Agreement Mark
III. It was clear to all involved that this
Agreement is by far the most superior of all
entered into previously and that players will
continue to enjoy the benefits for many
years. Equally it is likely to put Australian
Rugby on a sure footing going forward. On
this note I should give special thanks to the
RUPA team who negotiated on behalf of the
players namely Tony Dempsey, Braham
Dabscheck and Ben Rolleston. The features
of this Agreement are mentioned elsewhere
in the report, suffice to say that feedback
from all members in response to the
ag reement has been overwhelmingly
positive.
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Congratulations to those members of the
ACT Brumbies who succeeded in winning
the Super 12 Final. A tremendous effort!
Cong ratulations to George Gregan on
winning the Rugby Medal for Excellence.
This is one of the most coveted awards held
by players and one which is no stranger to
George having won it in 2001.
I wish all members the best in their future
rugby careers and I look forward to seeing
you all on the rugby field this Super 12.

Justin Harrison
RUPA President
January 2005

RUGBY UNION PLAYERS’ ASSOCIATION INC.

NEW MEMBERS

During 2004, RUPA welcomed the following players as members:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Daniel Leo
Chris O’Young
Winston Mafi
Alex Kanaar
Dwayne Haare
Wycliff Palu
Lloyd Johansson
Josh Holmes
Scott Daruda
Brock James
Sam Norton-Knight
Caleb Brown
Benn Robinson
Ben Batger
Nic Berry
Peter Hewat
Digby Ioane

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gregory Holmes
Peter Owens
Peter Hynes
Adam Wallace-Harrison
Rodney Blake
Drew Mitchell
Peter Niumata
Simon Hockings
Matt Giteau
Tatafu Polota-Nau
Todd Feather
Will Caldwell
Stephen Hoiles
Martin Wilson
Adam Walsh
Ben Jacobs
Matt Rogers

RUPA ORGANISATIONAL CHART 2005

RUPA EXECUTIVE

CEO
Tony Dempsey

National Player
Development Manager:
Glenn Warry
* Training & Education
* Player Development
* Career Networking
* Leadership
* Finance Management program
* Cert III
* Welfare/Counselling

Career Advisor
NSW Career
Jenni Dewar

Career Advisor
QLD Career
Miranda Banks

General Manager
- Past Player Member
Services: TBA
* Past player members ervices
* Corporate Golf and Dinner
* Public speaking bureau
* Career networking, monitoring
and counselling

Career Advisor
ACT Career
Sue Crawford

General Manager
- Player Services & Operations:
BenRolleston
* Agent Accreditation
* Player occupational health & safety
* JEM/RUPA Christmas Lunch
* Surveys

Administration Manager:
MaryAnn Cotter
* RUPA administration
* Database management
* Accounts assistant
* IT Management

MaryAnn Cotter
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RUGBY UNION PLAYERS’ ASSOCIATION INC.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

The Executive Committee is endowed under the terms of its constitution with the responsibility of
managing the affairs of RUPA. The Executive is to comprise 2 players from each of the three State
Unions and a Chief Executive. The Executive (other than the CEO) are elected to their position by way
of secret postal ballot every two years by the entire voting members of RUPA and carry out their
functions free of financial reward. A new Executive Committee was announced in January 2004. Below
are the attendees of the Executive Committee.
Attendance by Executive Committee
Committee Members
Tony Dempsey
Justin Harrison
Nathan Grey
Nathan Sharpe
John Roe
Owen Finegan
Joe Roff

Attendances
5
5
5
5
5
4
4

Absences
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

Tony Dempsey welcomes the crowd at the
6th Annual Christmas Luncheon

Justin Harrison farewells RUPA Executive Member and
Wallaby stalwart Joe Roff

Nathan Sharpe and Joe Roff jointly MC the RUPA
Christmas Luncheon

A pensive Nathan Grey
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RUGBY UNION PLAYERS’ ASSOCIATION INC.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S
R E P O RT

The year 2004 marked the beginning of
what members can expect will be an
era of growth and stability for the
Rugby Union Players’ Association.
Significant developments during the year include
the formulation of a new RUPA five year
strategic plan (2005-2009) and the entering into
of a new Collective Bargaining Agreement with
the ARU and State Unions for the period 2005
to 2008.

Strategic Plan
RUPA’s Strategic Plan of 1999 to 2004 has
served the organisation well. RUPA enjoyed
significant growth and improved member service
over that period however like any organisation
seeking to advance and continue to be successful
it was essential for RUPA’s ongoing success that
an extensive review was undertaken. RUPA
retained the services of the independent sports
consulting group Sports Business Solutions to
assist in the facilitation of the Strategic Planning
Conference and preparation of the ultimate plan
devised.
The Strategic Planning process involved a
number of steps including a situational analysis of

RUPA that provided for an evaluation of its
effectiveness in its current environment. This
included reviewing the previous strategic plan,
assessment of the goals achieved under that plan,
identification and analysis of RUPA strengths and
weaknesses, review of internal and external
situations and identification of RUPA’s
capabilities and competencies.
This was followed by a series of in person
interviews with RUPA board members, CEOs,
coaches and team managers of each of the three
State Unions, the ARU’s HPU Manager,
Wallaby Coach and Wallaby Team Manager.
Based upon the above RUPA was able to
identify the critical issues, fundamental problems
and choices facing RUPA and more importantly
to address those issues so as to ensure RUPA’s on
going success.
Following on from the above a one day planning
conference took place on 10 July with the
RUPA Executive Board and three of RUPA’s
senior staff.
At the planning conference participants identified
the following as underlying principles for the
ongoing success of RUPA:
1.
2.
3.
4.

High quality surface delivery to members;
Profile with rugby decision makers;
Sound financial principles and systems;
Accountability and responsiveness to
members and commercial partners;
5. Leaders in the Sports Community;
6. Innovative culture;
7. Independence;
8. Effective communication at all levels;
9. Strategic alliances;
10. Excellence governance.

David Faulks of Sports Business solutions with RUPA Executive
members and staff at the Strategic Planning Conference in August at
Coffs Harbour.

Two of the fundamental objectives under the
new Strategic Plan include the development of
both an academy and past player tier of
membership for both young and past players
respectively.
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S
R E P O RT (CONT.)

2. Constitutional Change
A historic Special General Meeting of members
was held at Coffs Harbour in October to amend
the Constitution. The outcome of the Special
General Meeting was the alteration of the
Constitution to allow for the first time the
introduction of members to RUPA other than
those who are full time professional players i.e
past players and academy players. The number of
members of RUPA is expected to increase by
some 200% over the next six to twelve months.
The services of RUPA will expand
commensurately.

3. Collective Bargaining Agreement
On 23 December 2004, RUPA, the ARU and
the three State Unions entered into what is
arguably the most innovative and creative
Collective Bargaining Agreement world rugby
has ever seen. The process of arriving at that
agreement was innovative in itself insofar as the
representatives of the parties agreed to meet for a
“four day” lock up at the Manly Pacific Hotel for
the purposes of resolving all issues. Additionally
Nathan Sharpe, Nathan Grey, Joe Roff and
Owen Finegan volunteered their time to assist
RUPA in negotiations concerning aspects of the
CBA dealing with player welfare. Overall the
process in arriving at the agreement was, relative
to previous negotiations RUPA had been
involved in, mature and harmonious. There was
a desire by all parties to achieve solutions to
pressing issues confronting Australian Rugby.

The outcomes of the CBA (which are included
elsewhere in this report) will enable RUPA to
carry out the various initiatives it has identified in
the Strategic Plan.

4. Conclusion
There are many to thank. I would like to give
special thanks to:* All RUPA staff namely Glenn Warry, Ben
Rolleston, MaryAnn Cotter, Miranda Banks,
Sue Crawford and Jenni Dewar for their
tireless and committed efforts;
* The RUPA Executive of Justin Harrison,
Nathan Grey, Nathan Sharpe, John Roe,
Owen Finegan and Joe Roff who freely
volunteered their time to act as Board
members;
* Mr David Faulks of Sports Business Solutions
for assisting in the RUPA Strategic Planning
Process;
* Associate Professor Braham Dabscheck for his
assistance in the renegotiation of the CBA
(for a second time!);
* Grant Saxon and all the team at PKF,
Chartered Accountants for their support and
assistance provided during the year;
* Victor Sharan of Air Pacific and the Fiji
Visitors Bureau for their support in providing
a wonderful prize for the Super 12 Tipping
Competition.
* Geoff Levy, CEO
of Investec for
continued support
of the RUPA
Christmas charity
Luncheon

Post CBA Lock in celebrations at the Manly Pacific for the
negotiation teams of the ARU, State Unions and RUPA
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Tony Dempsey
Chief Executive Officer
24 December 2004

RUGBY UNION PLAYERS’ ASSOCIATION INC.

K E Y F E AT U R E S
CBA MARK III

OF THE

Occupational Health and Safety
•

•
•

•

A joint ARU/RUPA Committee with an
independent Chair to address issues
surrounding player safety and welfare
including playing surfaces, stadium facilities,
laws, travel, schedules, injury rates and
burnout
OH & S Committee to meet every two
months with an ARU employee to
implement tasks assigned by committee
Team management performance reviews
linked to player welfare priorities and in
particular whether they been found to have
pressurized a player to play or train with
injury against his will.
Administrators will continue to pay for the
shortfall between a player’s private health
insurance rebate and the medical invoice
amount for two years beyond their retirement
in Australia for rugby related injuries
provided the player retires in Australia not
overseas.

Rest and Re-generation
•
•
•

&

•
•

•

Compulsory scheme to be funded and
administered by RUPA
All agents must be registered, pass an exam,
comply with a code of conduct to ensure
they act professionally, ethically and in the
best interests of the players and the game.
A first for world Rugby

Rookie Contracts
•
•
•

From 2006, each Super 14 Union can
contract up to five rookie players on standard
contracts of a minimum $35,000.
Only two of these five players can have their
contract rolled over once;
Rookie contracts to have the same terms and
conditions as full time standard player
contract;

Minimum Salary
•

An additional one week’s rest at the end of
each season for Wallabies
Three weeks restricted training activities for
Wallabies immediately following that extra
weeks rest
No voluntary sessions during active rest
periods

Player Welfare
development

RUPA Player Agent Accreditation
Scheme

A guaranteed minimum salary of $49,500
(plus CPI after 2005) will apply to all other
players

Academy Players
•

From 2006 more than $500,000 will be paid
to retain elite young players to fast-track their
development

Professional

•

More than $2.0 million to be spent over the
next four years on The Career Training
Scheme. This will assist current and recently
retired players with vocation, education,
welfare, financial planning and management
assistance, alcohol and drugs.

•

All full time contracted players required to
complete a Certificate III in Sport with the
exception of those who have tertiary
qualification or who are engaged in tertiary
study. That latter group will be required to
complete four modules of the Certificate III.

Gary Flowers, CEO of the ARU and Tony Dempsey of RUPA
sign the historic CBA at the ARU Boardroom on
23 December 2004.
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K E Y F E AT U R E S
CBA MARK III

•

•

OF THE
(CONT.)

This funding comes from the total pool of
player payments identified in the CBA current players supporting the future players
of the game.
Academy players are eligible to become
members of RUPA and enjoy the benefits of
a Standard Academy Player Contract which
includes a maximum of 14 hours training and
playing per year, Certificate III in Sport , 8
weeks rest per annum, free medical advice
and treatment.

Player Salaries
Total pool of money for player salaries shifts from
30 percent of Player Generated Revenue (PGR)
– a net figure – to a new formula called Gross
Player Revenue (GPR) – a gross figure.

will increase by a minimum of $20,000 between
2005 and 2008 under the new arrangements. i.e.
average salary to increase at least from $184,833
to $204,125.

Tri Nations and Bledisloe Cup Bonus
Payments
2005 - $10,300 per player for each trophy
2006 - $12,500 per player for each trophy
2007 - $12,500 per player for each trophy
2008 - $12,500 per player for each trophy

Membership Fundraising Activities
•

RUPA permitted to undertake corporate
lunches/dinners and golf days to raise funds
for past player hardship and medical funds;
RUPA permitted to secure sponsorship for
this subject to certain constraints that provide
existing ARU/State Union sponsors
protection.

These figures represent income earned by the
ARU & State Unions that are directly attributed
to player activity e.g. gate revenue from Test
matches.

•

This pool available for player salaries will be 25
percent of GPR in 2005, then 26 percent from
2006.

Newsletter

Average salaries for all full time contracted players
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•

Rupa permitted to sell advertising space in its
magazine to enable it to raise funds for its past
player initiatives.

RUGBY UNION PLAYERS’ ASSOCIATION INC.

S U RV E Y

In January 2004 RUPA surveyed its
members. In total there were 84 players
surveyed of which 27 were Wallabies. In
total there were some 94 questions
asked on a variety of issues. Below are
some of those results.

•

96.3% of Wallabies don’t use the sports
psychology services provided by the ARU;

•

62.9% of Wallabies thought that the
treatment of players’ partners and families by
the ARU was either excellent or good. A
further 25.9% thought that it was OK.

1. Playing and training conditions

2. Refereeing

•

65.5% of players thought that between 25-30
matches per year is appropriate. A further
22.6% thought that 20-25 matches per year
was appropriate whilst only 10.7% thought
that between 30-35 matches was appropriate;

•

50.6% of players thought that the quality of
refereeing at Super 12 was OK. A further
35.8% thought it was good. No-one thought
it was excellent;

•
•

56% of players felt that they were not getting
enough time away from the training
environment whilst 38% thought they did;

52% of players thought that the quality of
refereeing at test level was OK, whilst a
further 16% thought it was good. 20% of
players thought that the refereeing was not
good at test level;

•

62% of players think that premier rugby has
not created an adequate stepping stone
between the club competition and Super 12’s;

•

88% of players think that a national
competition (instead of Premier rugby) with
teams from Brisbane, Sydney and Canberra
competing against each other should be
formed;

Significantly at club level only 33.3% of
players thought that the refereeing was ok,
35.8% thought the refereeing was not good
and 21% thought it was poor.

3. The Rugby Union Players’ Association

•

•

94.1% of Waratahs think that the medical
personnel provided by the NSWRU is either
excellent or good;

•

83.4% of Reds think that the medical
personnel provided by the QRU is either
excellent or good;

•

78.1% of Brumbies think that the medical
personnel provided by the ACTRU is either
excellent or good;

•

The Wallaby section of the survey dealing
with training facilities, medical personnel,
physio services, strength and conditioning
personnel provided by the ARU all rated
extremely high i.e. between 80-90% of
players thought that the various services were
either excellent or good;

•

88.1% of players thought that RUPA’s
services were either good or excellent. A
further 4.8% thought that they were OK.
No-one thought that they were poor. The
remainder did not answer (presumably first
year members);

Wallabies complete the survey whilst in camp at Coffs Harbour
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S U RV E Y

•

•

•

•

(CONT.)

80.9% of players thought that the
performance of the senior management of
RUPA of the last 12 months has been either
excellent or good. A further 8.3% thought it
had been OK. No-one thought that it was
not good or poor. The remaining provided
no answer (presumably first year members);
82.2% of members thought the performance
of RUPA over the past 12 months had been
either excellent or good. A further 6%
thought that it was OK. The remainder had
no answer (presumably first year members);

5. Management of the Game
•

77.4% of Waratahs thought the overall
performance of senior management of
NSWRU over the past 12 months had been
either excellent or good;

•

66.7% of Reds thought the overall
performance of senior management of the
QRU over the 12 months had been either
excellent or good;

•

59.4% of Brumbies thought that the overall
performance of ACTRU senior management
of the past 12 months had been either
excellent or good;

•

51.8% of Wallabies thought that the
performance of the ARU senior
administration over the past 12 months had
been either excellent or good. A further
40.7% thought that it was OK.

89.3% of players think that there is a need for
a Player Agent Accreditation program which
requires agents to comply with the Code of
Ethics, sit an exam and attend a workshop;
27.4% think that the services their player
manager is providing is OK, 40.5% think that
it is good, 10.7% thinks that it is excellent.
Only 6% thought it was not good.

4. Management of the Team

6. Career and Education

•

•

86.9% understood the role of the CTS career
and education adviser;

•

70.2% believed the performance of the CTS
career and education adviser of the past 12
months has been either excellent or good. A
further 19% thought it had been OK;

•

86.9% of players were aware of CTS benefits
available to them;

•

84.5% thought that the training and
education fund provides a significant
incentive to pursue professional development
during a rugby career;

•

67.9% of players thought that the assistance
with their career and education management
plan was either excellent or good. A further
20.2% said it was OK;

•

•

•

81.1% of Waratahs thought that the overall
performance of their state union team
management over the past 12 months had
been either excellent or good;
66.7% of Reds thought that the overall
performance of their state union team
management over the past 12 months had
been either excellent or good;
34.4% of Brumbies thought that the overall
performance of their state union team
management over the past 12 months had
been either excellent or good (significantly
25% thought that the performance was either
not good or poor);
92.6% of Wallabies thought that the overall
performance of team management of the
Wallabies over the past 12 months had been
either excellent or good;
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S U RV E Y

•

(CONT.)

56% thought that assistance regarding flexible
tertiary options was either excellent or good.
A further 26.2% thought it was OK. The
remaining did not answer.

7. Health and Safety Issues
•

•

51.1% of players thought that between 1 and
10 players in their state squad had a serious
drinking problem;
57.1% of players believe that between 1 and
10 players in their state squad have a serious
gambling problem;

•

22.6% of players thought that they were often
pressured to play rugby even though they
have an injury which they believe requires
rest;

•

27.4% sometimes feel that they pressured to
play rugby even though they have an injury
that they believe requires rest;

•

46.4% of players thought that they were
never pressurised to play with an injury;

Of those pressurised to play 25% thought that it
was due to the coaching staff pressure, whilst a
further 14.3 % said it was medical staff pressure.

Brumby Players at a recent Career Training Scheme interactive hypothetical.
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I N V E S T E C I R PA I N T E R N A T I O N A L R U G B Y
P L AY E R S ’ AWA R D D I N N E R 2 0 0 4

South African Rugby Player Schalk
Burger was honoured twice by
Inter national Rugby Players from
around the globe on Tuesday, 23
November 2004 when he was voted
both the IRPA Investec International
Players’ Player of the Year 2004, as well
as the IRPA Investec Inter national
Newcomer of the Year 2004.
It is the first time that a Rugby Player had won
both prestigious awards, which are voted by
fellow international rugby players from Australia,
England, France, Ireland, New Zealand, South
Africa and Wales.
Upon receiving the awards Burger said,
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“winning both these awards is a great honour,
especially as they are voted for by the professional
players from all over the world. It’s been a
fantastic season with South Africa winning the
Tri Nations and now this caps an incredible year
for me.”
Other Award Winners on the night include the
French rugby team who won the IRPA Investec
International Team of the year 2004 Award,
Martin Johnson who was presented with the
IRPA Investec Special Merit Award for his
outstanding contribution to international rugby
and Stephen Jones of Wales who won the IRPA
Investec International Try of the Year Award for
his stunning try against England in the Rugby
World Cup Quarter Final in Brisbane 2003.

RUGBY UNION PLAYERS’ ASSOCIATION INC.

RU PA / A RU R U G B Y
CAREER TRAINING SCHEME

“Tomorrow certainly for the uninitiated comes quickly,
so the end goals of the Rugby Career Training Scheme
have been to ensure that you are indeed prepared for life
"beyond the try line" and that there are no missed
career opportunities when "tomorrow" finally arrives.
Its not just to make you a better Rugby player. Rather
it’s to address the biggest challenge facing professional
players today, namely life after the whistle ends, the
crowds leave and the press headlines fade. If we can
help you with this adjustment, then we believe you will
stay longer in the game, play better, and enjoy it more
because career wise, the pressure is off. You’re ready for
tomorrow and not threatened by it. But first things
first. Whilst our goal may be clear we do need to
understand what your goals are in later life and to
position accordingly. None of these challenges are over
looked in our program. In all there is something new
something old and something borrowed in the program
you are to embark on. It is well thought out,
provocative and over a lifetime, invaluable. The
challenge is yours to accept. Embrace the opportunity
and lessons offered by the program over the years ahead,
starting today, and the sky's the limit.
Mr Roger Davis, Chairman, Rugby Career Training
Scheme “Foreword to Induction Camp booklet and
opening keynote presentation”
The joint RUPA/ARU Rugby Career Training
Scheme Committee is responsible for the overall
direction and strategy of the CTS Scheme. The
Committee comprises Roger Davis ( Chairman)
Glenn Warry, David Fitter, Phil Waugh, Sean
Hardman, David Gibson, Ray McNicol and
Garry Nucifora. We thank these people for their
outstanding contribution to the success of the
Scheme this year.

professional careers. Thirty six players undertook
the whole Certificate III in Sport qualification or
specific units of study within the course.
Modules completed, and service providers used,
under the Certificate III were:
Rugby Union
advanced Skills and
Strategies

Respective State Union
Training programs –
coaches/ assistant coaches

Develop Assertive
Communication
Skills

Rogen, Career &
Education Advisers, Sydney
University and ARU

Demonstrate
Personal Image and
Presentation Skills

Australian Male Image
Academy

Computing Skills

Computer Power (formerly
Spherion)

Sport Management
(inc Financial
Planning)

RUPA/ ARU, Deloitte,
Ernst & Young & The
Berkley Group

Design an Athletes
diet

State Union Dieticians

Occupational Health Sydney Institute
and Safety
First Aid

Allens (Brumbies), St Johns
(Waratahs), Red Cross
(Reds)

Sports Trainer

Sports Medicine Australia
& State Union doctors and
physiotherapists

Below are the services provided to the members
of RUPA by the Scheme during the year
included:

Flexible tertiary Study options
including Certificate III in Sport
In March 2005 the Career Training Scheme
formalized a partnership with TAFE NSW to
provide Super 12 players with nationally
accredited minimum standards from which our
players can build on their personal goals and

The ARU and RUPA sign the Memorandum of Understanding
with Sydney Institute of Tafe
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RU PA / A RU R U G B Y
CAREER TRAINING SCHEME

The Sydney Institute of TAFE was contracted as
our Registered Training Organisation with the
State based C & E Advisers overseeing the
implementation and assessment process of the
Certificate.
From 2005 as a result of the new CBA the
Certificate III qualification is to become
compulsory for all first year professional players
who have not commenced or completed tertiary
study. Even for those who have or are
undertaking tertiary study there will be a
requirement to undertake four (4) of the
modules of the Certificate III.
Australian Rugby and State Union management
and coaching staff are to be congratulated on the
support they have provided the Rugby CTS in
implementing this initiative.

(CONT.)

theme of a series of career networking events
sponsored and hosted by leading recruitment and
human resource consulting firm, Hudson Global
Resources.
Hudson kicked off with The Camp Wallaby
Experience held in Coffs Harbour in July.
Successful business leaders were invited to Coffs
Harbour for a two day forum designed to meet
with and interact with the Wallabies. The
Wallabies heard from a range of speakers on the
parallels of building high performance in business
and sport. This involved:
•

A facilitated discussion on mentor
relationships and their importance to high
achievers on and off the field

•

Keynote presentations by Wallaby team
Manager Phil Thomson and Wallaby Coach
Eddie Jones who provided an in depth
perspective on building a high performance
team

•

A tour at the Wallabies training facility and
the viewing of Wallaby training sessions

•

An insight into a post Wallaby match
debriefing

•

A facilitated luncheon to introduce the
Wallaby players to the industry leaders who
complimented their post rugby career
ambitions and to provide the basis for the
development of mentor relationships

Welfare and Counselling
State Union team Chaplains namely Gary
Speckman, David McDonald and Mike Slack
provided RUPA members and their partners
with an excellent support network. In a world
which is continually throwing us curve balls the
human nature of these gentlemen help our
players to keep everything in perspective and
provide a spiritual balance as they pursue their
life.
Relationships Australia were again retained to
provide a confidential counselling service for our
players and their partners.
Mr Paul Dillon, UNSW Alcohol and Drug
Research Centre, Mr Michael Hall Victoria
Police and Ms Shelley Rowe, Consultant
continued to provide expert guidance regarding
the development of a number of our welfare
programs.
Hudson Career Networking
Mentor relationships, and their importance to
high achievers on and off the field, was the
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Thanks to Hudson for sponsoring this unique
experience. Special thanks to Chief Executive
Officer Ms Anne Hatton, Marketing Director
Warwick Bowd, Aspire General Manager Scott
Bowen and Sarah Garvey.
Further lunches sponsored by Hudson were held
throughout the year at each State Union
featuring key note presentations from Ms Pia
Lee, Mr John Reynolds and Mr Roger Davis on
the value of career mentors.
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Outplacement and Networking Services
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Former Australian Sevens Captain and Waratah
player Ed Carter was awarded this years
Cambridge University scholarship grant to assist
him with his studies in Social and Political
Science.

Mr Chris LeCoic, HR Matters, long time
Rugby CTS supporter continued to provide
valuable outplacement services for a number of
our retired players. In November Chris also
hosted a luncheon to assist players to develop
networks and relationships with key decisionmakers in the Banking and Financial Services
industry so that they may get an insider’s
perspective on careers in that sector.

Computer Power (Spherion) Scholarships

The following players to benefit from this
opportunity were Joe Roff, Daniel Vickerman,
David Fitter, Simon Kasprowicz, Tim Donnelly
and Aaron Broughton Rouse.

In 2004 Tatafu Nau ARU HPU (ACT
Brumbies) was awarded a Computer Power
Scholarship to study an Advanced Diploma in IT
(Network Engineering).

Mr John Irwin, Drake and Mr Warwick Burton,
Hunter Pacific, also have played a considerable
role in assisting players with outplacement and
networking services.

Tatafu joined Brumby teammate Lenny Beckett
who was awarded a Scholarship to complete an
Advanced Diploma (Business Systems) and 2003
scholarship recipient NSW Waratah Chris Siale.

Cambridge/ Oxford Scholarships

Former NSW Waratah players Matt Bowman
and Omar Hassanein were the recipients of two
Office and Professional Program scholarships in
2004.

The CTS awards scholarship grants to some
players so that they may pursue study in either
Cambridge or Oxford. Previous scholarship
winners were former Waratah Jason Reilly who
attended Cambridge in 2003 and is now working
at the Professional Rugby Association in England
and Adam Magro who has returned to corporate
Sydney after completing his stint at Oxford in
2004

Players continued to be offered the opportunity
to develop computer skills through the
Computer Power Scholarship Award.

Small Business Program
In partnership with the Rugby CTS Stuart
Waddington and Ben Tune of Management
Effect designed a pilot ‘Business Essentials
Program’ to improve the readiness of players
interested in small business. The practical eight
week course was tailored to the individuals and
their business needs:
•
•

•

•
Scholarship holders Jason Reilly and Tom Carter

Providing the knowledge and capability to
pursue a business idea
Provide a player with the necessary tools and
confidence to attain financial backing for their
business idea/opportunity
One on one business coaching for players
currently running their own business or
business unit
Provide perspective and guidance to a player’s
specific business focus
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The final ‘deliverable’ for players was presenting
a completed Business Plan to Bank of
Queensland CEO Mr David Liddy. The
graduating players were Nathan Sharpe, Nick
Stiles, Rudi Vedelago, David Croft, Tim
Atkinson, Sean Hardman and Steve Kefu.
Leadership Program
“Through the establishment of a targeted
leadership program Australian rugby can provide
individuals with the necessary skills to deliver
what we require within our high performance
rugby teams. The immeasurable elements of such
a program are the flow on effects that it will
provide for the image of our game, the provision
of role models for young players to follow and
for the lives of individuals beyond their time as a
player." Dr Brett Robinson, HPU General
Manager
With that stated aim the RUPA/ ARU Career
Training Scheme (the CTS) contracted Leading
Initiatives Worldwide and Swinburne University
to work together to develop systems that
facilitate both implementation, accountability and
ongoing development of strategies to enhance
the optimal performance of our players.
Leading Initiatives Worldwide, led by Mr Rob
Metcalfe, commenced State Union programs to
introduce an organisation-wide approach that
will deeply embed a culture of leadership, at a
provincial and national level.
The leadership program is in its initial year and
remains a work in progress but already there is
significant momentum having been created with
members from all State Unions adopting
tremendous initiatives.
Lifestyle and Welfare Status Research –
Retired Professionals

(CONT.)

Australian Rugby commissioned the Queensland
University of Technology Centre for Rugby
Studies to conduct a comprehensive research
survey aimed to answer three questions:
Are players having difficulty in making a
retirement transition?
What factors appear to be hindering a successful
transition?
What is the general lifestyle and welfare status of
retired players?
Thanks to Project leader Dr Tom Cuddihy Ph.
D, Mr. David Keating, Director Rugby Studies
and researcher Vaughn Sheahan for conducting
this significant research on behalf of rugby. The
findings which are to be released in the near
future will assist greatly in the structuring of
support networks for our current and retired
professional athletes.
Induction Camp
Twenty seven players were welcomed into the
world of professional rugby at the 2nd Annual
Australian Rugby Professional Players Induction
Camp held in December at the Sydney Academy
of Sport. Key note presentations from Rugby
Career Training Scheme stakeholders centred on:
High Performance Unit - The Elite Professional
Athlete in Rugby
The Rugby Union Players Association
Organising and Presenting a Rugby Clinic
Occupational Health and Safety
Managing My Money – First Contract
Player Welfare “hypothetical”
Certificate III in Sport Induction
Networking Education
Straight Eye for The Rugby Guy – Etiquettes
and Protocols
Interpreting the Laws of the Game
The two highlight features of the Camp were:

In order to investigate the lifestyle and welfare
status of retired professional rugby union players,
the Rugby Union Players Association and
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The Professional Players Induction Dinner with
guest speakers Mr Robert Metcalfe, Leading
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Initiatives Worldwide and Mr Brennan Dowrick
former Australian Olympic gymnast both
focussing on “high performance”. The function
was MC’d by players Aaron Broughton Rouse
and Chris Siale who put into practice everything
they had learnt during the year.
Player Welfare “hypothetical” facilitated by Mr
John Connolly providing an intellectually
stimulating education session regarding a range of
welfare issues which impact on professional
athletes. He was joined by panel members Paul
Dillon, UNSW Alcohol & Drug research Centre,
Eric Hudson, Relationship Australia and Shelley
Rowe, Motivational Behavioural Consultant.
The hypothetical format provides a template for
welfare education at all State Unions in 2005.
Conclusion
The challenge set by the ARU and RUPA to the
Career Training Scheme in 2005 was to “make a
difference”. It has therefore been very important
that, in shrinking windows of opportunity within
the calendar, quality programs, systems and
initiatives are made available to our professional
athletes. In order to make an impact in 2005 and
beyond strategic initiatives such as the Certificate
III in Sport qualification, Leadership Program,
Small Business course and Welfare hypothetical
were introduced to specifically target professional
development needs of players. In addition the
career networking and mentoring opportunities
for players were taken to another level via our
HR networks. In looking to the future, the
extensive research conducted by Queensland
University of Technology and Swinburne
University enables us to strategically design the
ongoing development of the Scheme.

(CONT.)

The recently completed CBA negotiations
recognises the importance of the Rugby CTS by
enshrining the Certificate III in Sport as a
minimum qualification and in providing
opportunities for players to exploit their career
networking opportunities by converting it into
practical industry experience during the club
rugby period. The Athlete Friendly University
project will also allow our Advisers and players to
continue to expand their study opportunities at a
tertiary level.
Special thanks to:
1. The dedication, professionalism and intellect
of the three State based Career and Education
Advisers Ms Jenni Dewar, Ms Miranda Banks
and Ms Sue Crawford . Their efforts have
allowed the Rugby CTS to continually grow
and mature as we strive to meet the support
network needs of our members.
2. Mr Ron Stanley and Mr Masi Aho have
supported the Advisers to assist the Pacific
Island players to fully exploit their
opportunities within the scheme - their
expertise has been invaluable.

Glenn Warry
National Player
Development Manager
January 2005
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The year has been just as significant for
the Player Services division with the
development of a number of exciting
initiatives.
Achievements include the development of a
Player Agent Accreditation Scheme, continued
discussion and progress in relation to Player
occupational health and safety, ongoing
investigation and understanding of insurance
alternatives for Players, as well as the successful
conduct of the John Eales Medal, the RUPA
Christmas Lunch and the Super 12 Tipping
Competition.

Super 12 Tipping Comp
RUPA conducted the very popular Air
Pacific/RUPA Super 12 Tipping Comp again in
2004 and congratulations to Shaun Berne for
winning the trip to Fiji. Shaun edged out Nathan
Grey by 2 points (only 1 game) by tipping a
perfect round in the final Super 12 round and
preventing Nathan from defending his title and
taking his second trip to Fiji. Tipping had been
very close this year with some unpredictable
results and some fierce competition amongst
tippers.
Final results were:
Shaun Berne Nathan Grey Tim Clark Rudi Vedelago -

102 points
100 points
90 points
90 points

Shaun Berne accepts the Air Pacific Super 12 Award from
Victor Sharan
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Agent Accreditation
The implementation of a Player Agent
Accreditation Scheme progressed enormously
during 2004 with a compulsory scheme
enshrined within the new Collective Bargaining
Agreement. The Player Agent Accreditation
Scheme will ensure Australian rugby players are
represented by agents who have undergone an
extensive accreditation process to guarantee their
competence in acting for and on behalf of Players
and RUPA look forward to implementing this
exciting initiative in 2005.
The RUPA/ARU Agent Accreditation Scheme
is designed to ensure that those agents accredited
have:
•

A thorough knowledge of the industrial
relations framework in which Australia’s
rugby players are employed.

•

A thorough understanding of the regulations,
bye-laws and codes which apply to Rugby
Players.

•

An understanding of and adherence to the
ethics, ethos and culture of Australian Rugby
generally.

Key features of the Accreditation Scheme will
include:
•

An Accreditation Board with one
representative from RUPA, one from the
ARU and an independent chairman that
oversees the accreditation process;

•

A Code of Conduct that regulates the
behaviour of agents;

•

Stringent criteria for application, an annual
compulsory professional development course
and an exam set and marked by the
Accreditation Board;

•

Standard Player Agent Agreement; and
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•
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An Independent Appeals Tribunal from
which Player Agents may appeal decisions of
the Accreditation Board.

The Agent Accreditation Scheme will be the first
of its kind in world rugby and gives Australian
rugby the opportunity to take active steps to
ensure the Players are represented by agents who
have undergone an extensive accreditation
process that guarantees their competence in
acting for and on behalf of Players. RUPA look
forward to implementing this exciting initiative
in 2005.

Player Occupational Health and Safety
Committee
The Player Occupational Health and Safety
Committee developed significantly during 2004
with RUPA establishing some valuable
relationships within the academic and medical
fields as well as defining and driving the
Committee itself. The RUPA/ARU Committee
has been and will increasingly focus on
investigating all aspects of player occupational
health and safety at the professional level
including rest periods and player burnout, heat
guidelines and degenerative injury. The
Committee will meet bi-monthly and comprise
three representatives of RUPA, three from the
ARU and an independent Chairman. RUPA
representatives are Dr Seamus Dalton (Sydney
Kings team doctor), Jono West and Ben
Rolleston. Edwin Zemancheff was appointed
chairman of the Committee. In addition, an
ARU employee will be appointed as secretariat
to co-ordinate research and implement tasks
assigned by the Committee.

Player Safety and Welfare 2004
Front Row Forum
As part of its player safety and welfare focus,
RUPA, on Monday 15th March 2004 RUPA
held the “Front Rower’s Forum” at their offices
to discuss issues of player safety and welfare with
particular focus on the front row. In attendance

at the Front Row Forum were Patricio Noriega,
Fletcher Dyson, Ben Darwin, and Peter Marshall
(Referees Director ARU). Brett Robinson
(ARU High Performance Unit) or another
suitable ARU representative were invited but
were unable to attend.
The purpose of the Forum was to analyse
scrummaging, training and playing techniques
with the ambition of achieving best practice and
minimising /preventing injury without
eliminating the contest of scrummaging.
The day was a great success with all the people in
attendance very keen to discuss the issues openly
and offer suggestions for improvement where
possible. RUPA is continuing to focus on the
issues of Player Occupational Health and Safety
as a priority and the discussions at the Front Row
Forum were invaluable in our attempts to
minimise/prevent injury.
Heat Guidelines
RUPA has been working hard towards
establishing some specific heat guidelines for the
benefit of Players during 2004 and has held
discussions with various medical personnel,
academics and the Bureau of Meteorology to
devise the most effective policy. Significant
progress has been made for the implementation
of heat guidelines in Australian Rugby for both
training and playing and RUPA will continue to
work closely with the ARU and State Unions to
ensure the guidelines are implemented and
enforced by all the relevant parties.

RUPA Christmas Lunch
The Annual RUPA Christmas Lunch once again
entertained over 500 people, this year at Sydney’s
Doltone House. Nathan Sharpe and Joe Roff
were the hosts for the day, Justin Harrison
farewelled Joe as he retired from Australian
Rugby and the RUPA Medal for Excellence was
presented to George Gregan by famous Wallaby
Paul McLean. For entertainment value though,
nothing could top the show that our hired
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hypnotist Shane St James put on for the crowd.
Amidst all of this, we managed to raise valuable
funds for Epilepsy Association Australia and
Children’s Cancer Institute Australia.

A successful and enjoyable day for everyone with
thousands of dollars raised for Epilepsy
Association Australia and Children’s Cancer
Institute Australia.

The lunch included the video profiles of the five
finalists in the RUPA Medal for Excellence 2002 winner Nathan Sharpe, 2003 winner
Brendan Cannon, 2001 winner George Gregan,
George Smith and Joe Roff. All had excelled
both on and off the filed as voted by their fellow
professional players on a 3-2-1 basis based on
areas of performance, leadership, consistency and
discipline plus their contribution to charitable
work, vocational skills and their commitment to
the development of the game during 2004.

Thanks to Nathan Sharpe and Joe Roff for acting
as MC’s for the event and all their assistance in
organizing, to Nathan Grey and Owen Finegan
for their feedback and special thanks to Joe Roff
for generously donating three genuine test jerseys
for the charity auction.

George Gregan was a worthy winner of the
award and became the first player to win the
medal twice. Wallaby captain Gregan had
another momentous year in 2004 becoming the
most capped Wallaby of all time. He led the
Wallabies to an undefeated record at home and at
state level he was one of the Brumbies’ best
throughout their successful Super 12 campaign.
He became the first player to play 100 Super 12
matches. In addition, George has undertaken
numerous charity requests during 2004.
The day was finished off with an appearance by
Stirling Mortlock as Santa who handed out a few
prizes and plenty of festive spirit before the
crowd retired to the balcony for evening drinks.

Thanks also go to ASX Perpetual for acting as
independent scrutineers for the vote count.

John Eales Medal
The John Eales Medal Awards Night was held on
22 October 2004 at Wharf 8 in Sydney with 600
people in attendance. The black tie affair was
broadcast live on Fox for the first time in its
history and was a great success however no-one
enjoyed themselves more than Wallaby Number
8 David Lyons who edged out Lote Tuqiri and
Steve Larkham to win rugby’s most coveted
award.
Between 10 October 2003 and 21 August 2004,
the Wallabies played a total of 15 tests. At the
conclusion of each test, all 22 players submitted
on a 3-2-1 basis their vote for those players who
they believe to be the best. Lyons received 187
votes, 12 votes ahead of Tuqiri, who was last
year’s Rookie of the Year, and 15 votes ahead of
Larkham.
Lyons continued the backrowers’ stranglehold on
the medal since RUPA and the ARU struck the
award in 2002 following George Smith and Phil
Waugh winning the John Eales Medal in 2002
and 2003 respectively.
Other awards from the night included:
Rookie of the Year Try of the Year Joe French Award -

George Gregan is presented with the RUPA medal for Excellence by
fellow Brumby team mate and RUPA Executive Committee
member Owen Finegan.
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Clyde Rathbone
Matt Giteau
Rod Macqueen

Earlier in the evening the ARU recognised 56
Wallabies from the 1990’s by presenting them
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with their Test caps. The awarding of Test caps
started from the Wallabies’ very first Test in
1899, but ceased in the mid 30s. Over the past
two years the ARU has retrospectively presented
the caps to Wallabies from different eras.
Congratulations to all the winners. Thanks go to
ASX Perpetual for acting as independent
scrutineers for the vote count. Thanks also to
Nick Stiles, Nathan Sharpe, Bill Young and Al
Baxter for their time and effort in assisting with
the organisation of the night.

expenses for professional sportspeople
representing team sports in Australia including
Player Manager Fees, Contractual Assignment of
Name, likeness and Image, Medical and Rehab
expenses, Car parking, Work Related Travel
Expenses, Conventional Training Gear/
Clothing/Equipment, Mobile Phone and Fines
and Penalties. A taxation update setting out
details of the deductibility of these items were
provided to both Players and Agents during
December.

Members Benefits
RUPA secured several new benefits for its
members during 2004 and continues to progress
discussions with a number of companies to
expand the discounts and benefits available. In
2004, RUPA secured a deal with Sony which
entitles all members to 20% off the RRP for
Sony products.

John Eales congratulates David Lyons on winning the JEM

Insurance
RUPA have continued to investigate the
alternatives for the most effective insurance for
Players during 2004 as well as supporting and
advising several players in their insurance claims
for career ending injury including Francis
Cullimore, Jono West, Fletcher Dyson, Ben
Darwin and Patricio Noriega. The insurance
market remains wary though and the ideal cover
has proved very difficult to obtain. Both RUPA
and the ARU are committed to exhausting all
options for Players’ insurance to ensure that they
receive the best cover possible for loss of income,
medical expenses and permanent impairment in
the event of injury.

In April, every member was presented with an
Entertainment Book which provided significant
discounts on a range of goods and services in
their home State including restaurants,
accommodation, film, music, travel and plenty
more. Other benefits included commission free
home loans, free financial and taxation advice as
well as the quarterly newsletter, free legal advice
and representation.

Website

Tax Advice

RUPA’s website, first established in 2001, is
being upgraded to create a more informative and
functional website for the membership as well as
to expand the breadth of content for the public
and profile for RUPA. During 2004 RUPA
undertook an extensive process of discussion with
web design companies.
The redesign of the
website has begun and
you can expect to see a
new look RUPA
website in the next
couple of months.

RUPA, in conjunction with the Player
Associations of other professional team sports in
Australia sought clarification from the ATO
during 2004 as to the deductibility of certain

Ben Rolleston
General Manager, Player
Services and Operations
January 2005
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Below is a brief summary of the objects
contained within the Strategic Plan.
1.

Enhance the independence and build
the profile of RUPA
i)

More effectively position RUPA with
rugby decision-makers
ii) Put in place new revenue streams to
assist with delivery of new initiatives
iii) More effectively position RUPA
within the business community
iv) More effectively position RUPA
within the sports community
2.

Quality control of
contractual process
i)

ii)

3.

employment

Put in place control mechanisms
related to the employment contractual
process of members so as to promote
certainty and predictability
Implement a player agent accreditation
scheme

Career Training Scheme
Continue to enhance the following
initiatives:i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

4.

iii) Ensure accountability of coaching and
management staff to health and safety
standards
iv) Act as a hub for research and
development on health and safety issues

Career and Education Planning
Personal & Professional Development
Career Placement Program
Welfare & Counselling
Financial Development program
Training & Education Fund

Health and safety
i)

ii)
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Activate and become the driving
influence of the Player Health and
Safety Committee so as to improve
player health and safety issues
Position RUPA as the voice on all
player health and safety issues
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5.

New membership categories
i)
ii)

6.

Create separate membership category
for Academy players
Put in place a membership category for
past players

Enhanced communication
i)

Put in place a program of regular faceto-face communication with members.
ii) Institute regular meetings with key
stakeholders including ARU and State
CEOs
iii) Better publicise RUPA achievements
7. Commercially sustainable environment
i)

ii)

Through CBA ensure the environment
that
allows
for
commercial
development opportunities
Develop a commercial plan
highlighting new potential revenue
streams to better enable RUPA to
achieve its stated objectives and
develop new indicatives.

RUGBY UNION PLAYERS’ ASSOCIATION INC.

MINIMUM
SALARIES

AND

AV E R A G E

RUPA recognises the need for Players to be
remunerated in a manner commensurate with
their contribution to the game.

Contracted Players - Average Salary
$200,000
$185,912
$178,017

$180,000
$156,184

$160,000
$147,137
$140,000
$119,554

$124,294

$119,918

$120,000
Value ($A)

The minimum salary is important as it ensures
that even the younger fringe player can earn a
living from the sport. If the minimum salary is
significant enough it enables those younger
players to be able to focus on rugby without the
distraction of needing to earn further income
elsewhere. The table below shows how
minimum salaries have continued to rise since
1998.
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Contracted Players - Minimum Salaries
$60,000

$50,000

$47,500

$48,000

$49,500

$45,000

$40,000

Value ($A)

The average salary is the figure arrived at by
dividing the games total salary bill for the
professional players by the total number of
players who share in it. It records accurately the
growth in player wages. Below is the average
salary of professional rugby players in Australia
since 1997.
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$30,000
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Qld Reds members graduate from the Management Effect small business course.
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B R I E F H I S T O RY O F E V E N T S
& ACHIEVEMENTS 1995-2004

INCEPTION
On 16 August 1995 the ARU, NSWRU, QRU
and the ACTRU agreed to support the concept
of the establishment of a Players’ Association, to
loan it $10,000.00 for establishment costs and to
enable it to distribute 95% of the television
revenue receivable from News Corporation
Limited (“The Ferrier Agreement”).
Later that same month RUPA was incorporated.
INITIAL INTERIM COMMITTEE
In September 1995 an initial steering Committee
comprising of Tony Dempsey, Ewan McKenzie,
George Gregan, Damien Smith, Mark Harthill,
Tim Kava, Rod McCall and Rod Kafer is
formed.
FIRST ELECTIONS
RUPA’s first ever elections are held in December
1995 with the Executive Committee comprising
Tony Dempsey (President), Dan Crowley, Rod
Kafer, Tim Kava, Andrew Blades, Troy Coker
and Mark Connors.
LEGAL ACTION
In November 1996 RUPA institutes action
against the ARU, NSWRU, QRU and
ACTRU seeking enforcement of the Ferrier
Agreement and in particular its direction that all
three Australian Super 12 teams receive the same
level of funding for its players so that they can
compete on an even playing level.
FIRST COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT
In October 1997, after 11 months of robust
negotiation, RUPA succeeds in securing a
collective bargaining agreement with the ARU,
NSWRU, QRU and ACTRU that provides a
regulatory framework for the employment of
professional rugby players in Australia. It also
resolves the Ferrier Agreement litigation that
commenced in November of 1996. Key features
of the collective bargaining agreement include:-
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

minimum wage for Super 12 players;
increase in death and total disability insurance
for players;
establishment of a joint committee on players’
safety and welfare;
establishment of a career training scheme to
provide players with vocational and career
skills after rugby;
establishment of a grievance procedure for
players with a genuine dispute;
establishment of a standard player contract
that guarantees that players receive contract
monies despite injury;
establishment of an 8 week “lay off” period
for each year for players; and
requirement that the rugby bodies pay 25% of
player generated revenue to players each year.

Associate Professor Braham Dabscheck, School of
Industrial Relations, describes the Collective
Bargaining Agreement at the time as “the most
beneficial of its kind for any team sport in
Australia”.
REIMBURSEMENT OF WALLABY
TOUR ALLOWANCE SHORTFALL
In November 1997 RUPA successfully negotiates
on behalf of six Wallaby players reimbursement
of a substantial part of their tour payment which
had been reduced by the ARU.
SECOND EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
ELECTIONS
In January 1998 elections for the Executive
Committee are held and the following are
elected: Tony Dempsey (President), John Eales,
Andrew Heath, Troy Coker, John Langford and
Tim Kava.
ENFORCEMENT OF MINIMUM
SALARIES
In 1998 during a routine audit of NSWRU
player payments, RUPA discovers that two
players received less than the minimum amounts
required to be paid to them out of the collective
bargaining agreement. Through RUPA’s
intervention these players are reimbursed that
shortfall.
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TRANSFER PLAYER RULE
In March 1998 NSWRU sought to prevent three
players from moving from one Sydney club to
another as a result of the NSWRU transfer
players’ rule. RUPA made submissions to the
NSWRU concerning unfairness and unjustness
of such a rule that restricts the freedom of players
to move within clubs. As a result the players
were allowed to transfer to their chosen club.
COMPENSATION FOR MISUSE OF
PLAYERS’ IMAGES
In August 1999 through robust and sometimes
acrimonious negotiations with the ARU,
payments for compensation of the misuse of
players’ images and likeness in the promotion of
sponsors and products were paid by the ARU to
the relevant players.
QRU MINIMUM SALARIES
In August 1999 RUPA institutes the grievance
procedure on behalf of four Queensland Reds
Players who were paid less than the minimum
salaries. RUPA succeeds in two of the four
grievances.
WORLD CUP BONUS PAYMENTS
In September 1999 RUPA successfully
negotiated on behalf of Wallaby players a bonus
payment in the event they were to win the
November 1999 World Cup. The underlying
rationale for the bonus payment, as presented by
RUPA to the ARU, was not to act as an
incentive for winning but rather as a reward for
success. The players each received a $30,000.00
bonus as a result of their remarkable victory at
the World Cup in November 1999.
SURVEY
In October 1999 RUPA carried out the most
extensive survey ever done of the elite
professional rugby players within Australia (and
most probably the world). Armed with these
results and findings, the Executive Committee of
RUPA was able to devise a five year strategic
plan.

INAUGURAL STRATEGIC PLANNING
CONFERENCE
In December 1999 over a two day period the
Executive Committee met to devise a five year
strategic plan for the future direction of RUPA.
The conference was a huge success in terms of
devising key strategies for the attainment of the
most valuable objects for RUPA. Through the
process of evaluating past performance, future
objects and strategies to achieve them, RUPA
placed itself in a more positive pro-active role
within Australian Rugby.
INAUGURAL PLAYERS’ CHRISTMAS
PARTY
In December 1999 before 600 people at the
Wentworth Hotel, Sydney RUPA’s members
ushered in the Christmas festivities and at the
same time paid tribute to two of Australia’s more
famous players, Phil Kearns and Andrew Blades
upon their retirement from the game. The
luncheon was a huge success with over
$50,000.00 being raised for charity, i.e. the ARU
Serious Injured Player’s Fund.
MONTHLY NEWSLETTER
In February 2000 RUPA launched its new
monthly newsletter that provides its members
with up to date medical, physiotherapy,
psychology and career training advices from
various expert consultants. The newsletter also
provides an excellent means of enabling members
to communicate with each other about up to
date events.
SECOND COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT
In April 2001, after nine months of intense
negotiations, RUPA succeeds in securing a
further Collective Bargaining Agreement with
the ARU, NSWRU, QRU and the ACTRU
that improves substantially upon the 1997
Agreement. Key features of the Agreement
include:
•

Increase in the players’ share of player
generated revenue from 25% to 30%;
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•
•
•
•
•

Increase in the average salary per player from
$120,000 to $138,000;
Increase in minimum salary from $28,940 to
$45,000;
Increase protection of players’ images;
Revenue sharing in use of players’ signatures
on memorabilia;
Increase in Career Training Scheme funding
from $110,000 to $550,000;

WEBSITE
On 1 June 2001 RUPA launched its inaugural
website. The purpose of the website being to
provide members with information on RUPA’s
activities and to enable them to access the Club
Lifestyle website program.
The website also provided an opportunity to poll
players on certain events and issues and to receive
feedback from them on the management of
RUPA affairs.
OFFICE PREMISES
On 1 July 2001 RUPA took occupation of its
own leased office premises. Located in the centre
of CBD Sydney the office premises enabled
RUPA to grow its staff and activities and to
create an identity within rugby.
NATIONAL PLAYER DEVELOPMENT
MANAGER
In July 2001,The Rugby Union Players’
Association and The Australian Rugby Union
jointly announce the appointment of a National
Player Development Manager.
The tasks and responsibilities of the National
Player Development Manager include delivery of
services by contracted support network providers
in areas of career and education, career placement
program, financial and legal support and
personnel counselling for the full-time Australian
professional rugby players.

Associations from England, South Africa, New
Zealand and France. It’s object include to
promote, advance and protect the interest and
objects of its members and to be the
representative voice of all members on issues of
importance to the international professional
game.
THE MEDAL FOR EXCELLENCE
On 7 December 2001 RUPA strikes the Rugby
Medal for Excellence - a medal awarded to that
Australia player who is voted by his peers as
having excelled both on and off the field during
the season. All full time professional players who
are members of RUPA are eligible to vote.
Australia’s oldest test captain, Trevor Allan presented the award to the inaugural winner George Gregan.
THE JOHN EALES MEDAL
In June 2002 the ARU and RUPA jointly
launched a prestigious new award to honour the
game’s best Wallaby player each season. The
John Eales Medal is awarded to the player judged
by his peers as the team’s outstanding player.
Votes are tallied after each Test match, with each
Wallaby player awarding points on a 3-2-1 basis.
NORTH v SOUTH HEMISPHERE
MATCH ARBITRATION
In September 2002 RUPA brings arbitration
proceedings claiming that the ARU is not
empowered under the terms of the Standard
Player Contract to compel a player to play in an
IRB organised North v South Hemisphere
Match.
RUPA wins the Arbitration. It was held by the
Arbitrator that the ARU and State Unions do
not have the authority to compel a Player to play
in such a match as it was not a match in which in
the ARU/State Union fielded a team. The
decision thus enabled players to have a longer
break between seasons.

INTERNATIONAL RUGBY PLAYERS’
ASSOCIATION

IRB PLAYER WELFARE CONFERENCE

In September 2001 RUPA becomes founding
member of the International Players’ Association
(“IRPA”). IRPA’s members include the Player

In September 2002 RUPA (through its
membership with IRPA) plays a leading role in
the establishment and conduct of the inaugural
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IRB Players Welfare Conference. The
conference, the first of its kind, identified the
ever increasing problems of rising injury rates,
player burnout and lack of adequate rest periods,
for the modern international professional player.
The key recommendation from the conference
being the need for the players to have a 12-14
week break between the first and last match each
season.
STRATEGIC ALLIANCE WITH AGSM
In October 2002 The Australian Graduate School
of Management (AGSM) reached agreement
with the Rugby Union Players’ Association
(RUPA) and the Australian Rugby Union
Limited (ARU) as preferred supplier of business
education for over 100 professional rugby union
players.
RUPA and the ARU selected AGSM to offer
current and aspiring professional players a range
of AGSM programs to augment their careers.
This includes tailored programs, MBA
(Executive), and Institute of Administration
offerings.
GEORGE SMITH WINS INAUGURAL
JOHN EALES MEDAL
In October 2002 Wallaby flanker George Smith
won the inaugural John Eales Medal, after being
judged the team’s most valuable player by his
fellow Wallabies.
The inaugural award was presented to Smith, the
previous year’s Rookie of the Year, by John
Eales at a gala dinner at Randwick Racecourse
attended by 650 people.
LITIGATION RE RWC
PARTICIPATION AGREEMENT
In June 2003, after months of discussions and
meetings with the ARU in attempt to have the
agreement amended to comply with the CBA,
RUPA institutes Supreme Court legal
proceedings against the ARU seeking orders
restraining the ARU from approaching the
Players to sign the RWC Participation
Agreement. Legal proceedings were withdrawn
by RUPA after substantial changes were made to
the agreement by the IRB in response to
RUPA’s litigation.

PLAYER SERVICES MANAGER
In October 2003 RUPA appoints its first ever
Manager of Player Services whose role it is to
enhance the overall level of membership benefits
including implementation of Player Agent
Accreditation Scheme, RUPA Membership
Handbook, and development of the
ARU/RUPA Player Safety and Welfare
Committee.
STRATEGIC PLAN 2005 TO 2008
During the first half of 2004 RUPA retains
independent consultants to conduct a situational
analysis of it which includes a review of its
Strategic Plan of 1999 to 2004. The entire
process involves a structured series of one on one
interview with key stakeholders and culminates
in a one day planning conference in July at Coffs
Harbour with the entire RUPA Executive and
key senior RUPA Staff. The result is a shared
vision for all members.
CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGE
A historic special meeting of members took place
in August at Coffs Harbour to consider the
introduction of two new tiers of membership to
RUPA. i.e Academy Players and Past Players. All
members present unanimously resolve to
introduce the new tiers of membership.
THIRD COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT
In December 2004, RUPA, together with the
ARU and State Unions come to agreement on a
third Collective Bargaining Agreement.
Unarguably the world’s most innovative
Collective Bargaining Agreement of all time it
addresses issues surrounding player burnout,
agent accreditation, occupational health and
safety, compulsory tertiary education to name but
a few. Once again the Agreement sees
considerably improvement of the employment
conditions for all players. This CBA has particular
importance as Australian Rugby prepares itself for
the expansion of the professional game in
Australia with the announcement of a fourth
Australian Super 12 team to be introduced in
2006.
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